**PROFESSIONAL LINE BULK GUNS**

**20OZ**
DL-45-T17 (375 Lb.)

- High performance drive with steel barrel, rotating swivel handle and double gripping plates.
- Includes: 3 orange cone nozzles and leather pistons.

CORDLESS  
DL-45-T17E

PNEUMATIC  
DL-45-T17A

**30OZ - ALBION'S CHOICE**
DL-59-T17 (375 Lb.)

- High performance drive with steel barrel, rotating swivel handle and double gripping plates.
- Includes: 3 orange cone nozzles and leather pistons.

CORDLESS  
DL-59-T17E

PNEUMATIC  
DL-59-T17A

**80OZ**
103-15 (375 Lb.)

- Our largest capacity bulk loading gun.
- High performance drive with steel barrel, rotating swivel handle and double gripping plates.
- Includes: one metal nozzle and leather pistons.

CORDLESS  
103-15E

PNEUMATIC  
200-5

**B-LINE LINE BULK GUNS**

**30OZ**
B12B30 (12:1 Drive)

- B-Line drive with steel barrel, rotating swivel handle and double gripping plates.
- Includes: 3 Orange cone nozzles and leather pistons.
- Also available in 26:1 ratio drive: B26B10, B26B20, B26B30.

10OZ  
B12B10

20OZ  
B12B20
**20OZ**

**B18S20 (18:1 Drive)**

- High thrust for thick material.
- Aluminum barrel, rotating swivel handle and double gripping plates.
- Includes: 6 nozzles, 2 sausage pistons, hytrel bulk piston, and steel ladder hook pull.

**B26S20 (26:1 Drive)**

- Highest thrust for thick material, cold weather dispensing and long nozzles.
- Aluminum barrel, rotating swivel handle and double gripping plates.
- Includes: 6 nozzles, 2 sausage pistons, hytrel bulk piston, and steel ladder hook pull.

**20OZ - ALBION’S CHOICE**

**B12S20 (12:1 Drive)**

- Standard output for standard material & nozzles.
- Aluminum barrel, rotating swivel handle and double gripping plates.
- Includes: 6 nozzles, 2 sausage pistons, hytrel bulk piston, and steel ladder hook pull.

**B26S20 (26:1 Drive)**

- Standard output for standard material & nozzles.
- Aluminum barrel, rotating swivel handle and double gripping plates.
- Includes: 6 nozzles, 2 sausage pistons, hytrel bulk piston, and steel ladder hook pull.

**20OZ - CORDLESS**

**E12S20 (400 Lb.)**

- Dispenses up to 100 20oz Sausage packs on a single charge.
- 30% lighter than our comparable 18V models.
- Variable Speed Trigger with max. speed dial and auto reverse for no-drip.
- Includes: 6 nozzles, 2 sausage pistons, 12V battery and charger.

**20OZ**

**DL-45-T14 (375 Lbf)**

- Our most durable 20oz sausage pack dispensing gun. Will also dispense 10oz and 13oz sausages.
- Durable steel barrel, rotating swivel handle and double gripping plates.
- Assembled with #21-20 Teflon® piston for Sausage or Bulk dispensing.

**CORDLESS**

**DL-45-T14E**

**PNEUMATIC**

**DL-45-T14A**

For more products request the latest issue of our Handbook & Catalog 333 | 856.235.6688 | service@albioneng.com | www.albioneng.com
B-LINE CARTRIDGE GUNS

1/10 GALLON

B1 (7:1 Drive)
• For thin to standard material.
• Smooth, consistent, drip-free application.
• Built-in cartridge puncture wire and ladder hook pull.

B18 (18:1 Drive)
• High thrust for thick material.
• Slotted front cap for easy loading.
• Built-in ladder hook pull.

1/10 GALLON - ALBION’S CHOICE

B12 (12:1 Drive)
• Standard output for standard material and nozzles.
• Slotted front cap for easy loading.
• Built-in cartridge puncture wire and ladder hook pull.

QUART
B12Q

1/10 GALLON - HIGHEST THRUST

B26 (26:1 Drive)
• Highest thrust for thick material, cold weather dispensing and long nozzles.
• Slotted front cap for easy loading.
• Built-in cartridge puncture wire and ladder hook pull.

QUART
B26Q

1/10 GALLON - CORDLESS

E12 (400 lb.)
• Dispenses up to 100 10oz Cartridges on a single charge.
• 30% lighter than our comparable 18V models.
• Variable Speed Trigger with max. speed dial and auto reverse for no-drip.
• Includes: 12V battery and charger.

QUART
E12Q
**PROFESSIONAL LINE CARTRIDGE GUNS**

**1/10 GALLON**

*846-1 (375 Lbf)*

- Special Deluxe Drive Manual Cartridge Gun.
- Composite carriage for strength and durability.
- Carriage swivels for easy applications.

**CORDLESS**

*846-1E*

**PNEUMATIC**

*846-1A*


**1/10 GALLON**

*139-3 (375 Lbf)*

- Special Deluxe Drive Manual Cartridge Gun w/ Plated Metal Carriage.
- 5/16" thick square rod - rotate 4 times for longer life.
- Recoil hook for optional drip-free operation.
- Built-in cartridge puncture wire.

**QUART**

*340-3 (375 Lbf)*

- Deluxe Drive Manual Cartridge Gun w/ Plated Metal Carriage.
- 1/4” square rod - rotate 4 times for longer life.
- Built-in cartridge puncture wire.

**1/10 GALLON**

*H10 (10:1 Drive)*

- Skeleton style.
- Includes built-in spout cutter, puncture wire, ladder hook and thumb release.

*H10D (10:1 Drive)*

- Skeleton style. No Drip.
- Includes built-in spout cutter, puncture wire and ladder hook.

*R6B (6:1 Drive)*

- Cradle style.
- Includes built-in spout cutter, puncture wire, and ladder hook.

**VIPER LINE CARTRIDGE GUNS**

**QUART**

*H10Q (10:1 Drive)*

- Skeleton style.
- Includes built-in spout cutter, puncture wire, ladder hook and thumb release.

*R6BQ (6:1 Drive)*

- Cradle style.
- Includes built-in spout cutter, puncture wire and ladder hook.

---
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## MULTI-COMPONENT CARTRIDGE GUNS

### 50ML

**S12T50i (325 Lb.)**
- Dispenses 1:1 & 2:1 mix ratio 50ml twin cartridges with square flange base.
- Steel trigger and handle.

**R6T50i (180 Lb.)**
- Dispenses 1:1, 2:1 ratio 50ml cartridges with square flange base.
- All steel construction.

**871-1 (140 Lb.)**
- Dispenses 1:1 and 2:1 ratio 50ml cartridges.
- Composite Ratchet Gun.

### 200ML

**B26T200 (26:1 Drive)**
- Dispenses twin 200 series (1:1) and (2:1) cartridges.
- For dispensing epoxies & adhesives.

**B18T200 (18:1 Drive)**
- Dispenses twin 200 series (1:1) and (2:1) cartridges.
- For dispensing epoxies & adhesives.

### 300ML

**B26T300 (26:1 Drive)**
- Dispenses twin 300 x 300ml (1:1) and 300 x 150ml (2:1) cartridges.
- For dispensing epoxies & adhesives.

**B18T300 (18:1 Drive)**
- Dispenses twin 150 x 150ml (1:1) and 150 x 75ml (2:1) cartridges.
- For dispensing epoxies & adhesives.

### 380ML COAXIAL

**B26C380X4 (26:1 Drive)**
- Dispenses 380ml (4:1) Compact Coaxial Cartridges.

**B26C380X10 (26:1 Drive)**
- Dispenses 380ml (10:1) Compact Coaxial Cartridges.

**CORDLESS E18C380X4**
- CORDLESS E18C380X10
MULTI-COMPONENT CARTRIDGE GUNS

400ML
B26T400 (26:Drive)
- High Output / Low Thrust. For low viscosity, thin material.
- Dispenses twin 300 x 300ml (1:1) cartridges.
- For dispensing epoxies & adhesives.

CORDLESS
E18T400
PNEUMATIC
AT400-S
*Also available in Two-hand operation, AT400.

600ML
B12T600 (12:1 Drive)
- High Output / Low Thrust. For low viscosity, thin material.
- Dispenses twin 300 x 300ml (1:1) cartridges.
- For dispensing epoxies & adhesives.

B18T600 (18:1 Drive)
- High thrust for thick material.
- Dispenses twin 300 x 300ml (1:1) cartridges.
- Can be converted to 300 x 150ml (2:1) with parts included.
- For dispensing epoxies & adhesives.

CORDLESS
E18T600
*Also available in Two-hand operation, AT600.

600ML - ALBION'S CHOICE
B26T600 (26:1 Drive)
- Dispenses twin 300 x 300ml (1:1) cartridges.
- Can be converted to 300 x 150ml (2:1) with parts included.
- For dispensing epoxies & adhesives.

CORDLESS
E18T600
PNEUMATIC
AT600-S
*Also available in Two-hand operation, AT600.

600ML - EXTENSION GUN
B26T600XL (26:1 Drive)
- Dispenses twin 300 x 300ml (1:1) cartridges.
- Can be converted to 300 x 150ml (2:1) with parts included.
- For dispensing epoxies & adhesives.

CORDLESS
E18T600XL
**MULTI-COMPONENT CARTRIDGE GUNS**

### 825ML

**B26T825 (26:1 Drive)**

- Dispenses twin 750 x 75ml (10:1) cartridges.
- Can be converted to 600 x 300ml (2:1) cartridges with parts.
- For dispensing Acrylics and Epoxies.

### 1500ML

**B26T1500X (26:1 Drive)**

- Dispenses twin 750 x 750ml (1:1) cartridges.
- For dispensing Acrylics, Urethanes and Epoxies.

### 1500ML - SPRAY

**AT1500Y-3 (100 PSI)**

- Pneumatic Spray Cartridge Gun.
- Dispenses twin 750 x 750ml (1:1) Spray cartridges.

**E18T1500X-3 (950 lbf)**

- Hybrid - Cordless / Pneumatic Spray Cartridge Gun.
- Dispenses twin 750 x 750ml (1:1) Spray cartridges.

### TWIN SAUSAGE GUN

**AT1200S (150 PSI)**

- Dispenses 20 x 20oz Sausage packs.
- Suitcase handle configuration shown.
- Also available in Two-hand operation, AT1200S-2.
- Add 3/4” diameter, 16 element static mixer #484-146-6166F4M for best results.
- For narrower joints use Reducer 27-9 with 32 series metal nozzles.

---

*Also available in Two-hand operation, AT825.*
**SPECIALITY TOOLS**

**ROVER BACKER ROD INSTALLER**

1051-1

- Quickly sets polyethylene foam backer rod in horizontal saw cut and expansion joints directly from a spool.
- For joints from 1/8" to 1/2" wide (1/8" - 5/8" rod).
- Unit ships with 1/8" (0.070") and 3/8" (0.375") wide insertion wheels.
- 1/4" (0.20") and 1/2" (0.45") are also available. With bearings/hubs (p/n 1062) and without bearings/hubs (p/n 1059).
- Insertion depth is adjustable from 0" - 3/4".
- Sturdy all-steel construction. Packaged in a durable, weather-resistant wheeled storage/travel case.
- Use a 640-series backer rod insertion tool for entry and exit points made with the Rover. "Kits sold separately"
- Holds spools up to 17" wide. For wider spools up to 31" purchase Spool Extension Kit 1074-1. *Kit sold separately.

**BACKER ROD INSERTION TOOLS**

**640-4 ROAD MODEL**

- Fully adjustable to place the backer rod at any depth.
- Epoxy reinforced handle.
- Includes 4 insertion wheels (1/8", 1/4", 3/8" and 1/2" wide)
- Accepts standard painter’s extension pole or broom handle (876-1 or 876-2).

**640-5 STANDARD MODEL**

- Fully adjustable to place the backer rod at any depth.
- Includes 4 insertion wheels (1/8", 1/4", 3/8" and 1/2" wide) and 1 tamping blade.
- Accepts standard painter’s extension pole or broom handle (876-1 or 876-2).

**640-6 CORNER MODEL**

- Fully adjustable to place the backer rod at any depth in corner / perimeter joints.
- Includes 4 insertion wheels (1/8", 1/4", 3/8" and 1/2" wide)
- Accepts standard painter’s extension pole or broom handle (876-1 or 876-2).

**DELAMINATION DETECTION**

875-1

- Delamination Detection Tool (DDT).
- Ability to detect invisible delaminations, voids and hollows below the surface of concrete, tile and natural stones.
- Accepts standard painter’s extension pole or broom handle (876-1 or 876-2).

876-1 (4' - 8' pole) or 876-2 (6' - 12' pole)
## ACCESSORIES

### PLASTIC NOZZLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACCESSORIES</th>
<th>CARTRIDGE GUNS</th>
<th>PROFESSIONAL LINE GUNS</th>
<th>B-LINE GUNS</th>
<th>PRO &amp; B-LINE GUNS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLASTIC NOZZLES</td>
<td>935-1</td>
<td>235-3</td>
<td>935-3</td>
<td>873-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Angle Shot Nozzle.</td>
<td>• Black Cone Nozzle.</td>
<td>• Orange Cone Nozzle.</td>
<td>• Orange Cone Nozzle.</td>
<td>• Bent Cone Nozzle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Bent at 45 degree angle</td>
<td>• Durable HDPE plastic.</td>
<td>• HDPE plastic.</td>
<td>• HDPE plastic.</td>
<td>• Bent at 45 degree angle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CLASSIC SPATULAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>258-G01</th>
<th>258-33718</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Includes 9 Classic hardwood handle caulk spatulas.</td>
<td>• Bucket Scraper.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Premium grade stainless steel blade.</td>
<td>• Stainless steel construction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Spatulas also sold separately.</td>
<td>• 2&quot; Wide x 8&quot; Long.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### JOINT TOOLING SPATULAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>958-G01</th>
<th>922-G01</th>
<th>1058-G01</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Premium grade stainless steel.</td>
<td>• Durable stainless steel.</td>
<td>• Chemical resistant, non-marking plastic caulk tooling spatulas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ground and tapered for optimum flex.</td>
<td>• Elliptical spline radius.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### METAL NOZZLES

#### 32 Series Rigid Nozzles

- 32 series has over 75 nozzle variations.
- For working on masonry and abrasive surfaces.
- From left to right: 32-55 (1/2" Metal Nozzle), 32-38 (7/8" Bevel End Nozzle), 32-49 (3/16" Metal Nozzle).
- For DL guns use with 966-1 adapter. For B-Line guns use 966-2 adapter.

#### 32 Series Bendable Nozzles

- 3/8" Metal Nozzles can be bent to desired shape and cut to length.
- Allows you to reach difficult locations.
- From left to right: 32-113 (18"), 32-114 (24") & 32-112 (12").
- For DL guns use with 966-1 adapter. For B-Line guns use 966-2 adapter.

### ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES

#### 966-1

- Nozzle adapter for most 32- series metal nozzles.
- For use with #421-G01 standard 2" Ring Cap on 2" diameter barrels. For Professional Line guns only.

#### 966-2

- Nozzle adapter for most 32- series metal nozzles.
- For use with #873-5 standard 2" Ring Cap on 2" diameter barrels. For B-Line sausage guns only.

#### 47-7

- Piston Replacement Kit for 2" Diameter Special Deluxe Drive guns, Bulk Style, Leather.

### 33-10 Loading Sleeve

- Minimizes mess & improves bulk loading process.
- Keeps barrel clean while loading.
- For use with 2" diameter barrels.
- Fits Professional and B-Line guns.

### 504 Series Follow Plates

- Minimizes mess & improves bulk loading process.
- 504-G01, 504-G07 for 20oz or 30oz DL Bulk guns.
- 504-G14 for 80oz DL Bulk guns.
- NEW 504-G15 for 20oz or 30oz B-Line guns.

### 310 Ladder Hook Pulls

- Best for Bulk Loading.
- Fits Professional and B-Line guns.

### 800 Series Barrel Brushes

- Brass bristle brush cleans inside of 2" diameter steel barrels.
- Use with Professional Line guns only.
- 800-G02 can be used with a Drill.

### 381 Series Catalyst Mixers

- Catalyst Mixer for 2 gal pail.
- 4” wide blade X 18” shaft length.
- 28” Stand-up model 381-G04.
- For 5gal pail use 381-G01 or 381-G03 (6” Wide).

### 816 Series Caulk Knives

- All steel construction with padded handle for comfort. Holds standard utility blade (not included).
- Lengths: 12” (816-G01), 18” (816-G02), 24” (816-G03).
DISPENSING SOLUTIONS

PROFESSIONAL LINE

B-LINE

VIPER LINE

CORDLESS

AT-LINE

For more products visit www.albioneng.com or call 856.235.6688 to request the latest issue of our “Handbook & Catalog 333”.

1250 N Church Street, Moorestown, NJ 08057
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www.albioneng.com